Photon counting computed tomography: concept and initial results.
A concept of a photon counting cone beam CT is proposed. The system uses a new Multi Slit Multi Slice (MSMS) cone beam acquisition geometry utilizing a linear array photon counting detectors. The MSMS cone beam acquisition is a direct analogy of the scanning multislit acquisition used in projection x-ray imaging. This geometry provides a CT imaging with dose efficient scatter rejection and allows for using available photon counting detectors. The microchannel plate (MCP) detector is proposed as a linear array photon counting detector for MSMS cone beam CT system. Initial testing of the MCP detector for CT application was performed. The field of view of the prototype MCP detector is 60 mm. A delay line position encoding electronics was used. The electronics has a single channel input for evaluation of events from the entire detector field of view. This limits the system count rate at 2 x 10(5) count/s. The spatial resolution of this detector is 80 microm FWHM at 40 kVp and 200 microm FWHM at 90 kVp tube voltages. The detector noise in CT projections is less than 1 count/pixel for the 80 microm pixel size. The CT projections contain quantum-limited and scatter free signal. Images of a contrast phantom and a small animal were acquired at 50 kVp and 80 kVp tube voltages. The CT numbers for different contrast elements were calculated for a given x-ray spectrum and compared with experimental values. The quantum efficiency of the current detector is 56% at 90 kVp, which is suboptimal because of the large channel diameter (25 microm) of these MCPs. The MCPs with smaller channels and higher efficiencies are being tested. The quantum efficiency was measured to be 70% for a new MCP with 5 microm channel diameter. Design parameters of a clinically applicable photon counting MSMS cone beam CT for breast imaging was evaluated. System uses 20 cm field of view MCP detectors based on 5 microm channel MCPs and high count rate ASIC electronics. It was concluded that the MSMS cone beam CT with a photon counting MCP detector is feasible for volume breast imaging.